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ABSTRACT
Pose variation is one of the key factors which prevents the network from learning a robust person
re-identification (Re-ID) model. To address this issue, we propose a novel person pose-guided image
generation method, which is called the semantic attention network. The network consists of several
semantic attention blocks, where each block attends to preserve and update the pose code and the cloth-
ing textures. The introduction of the binary segmentation mask and the semantic parsing is important
for seamlessly stitching foreground and background in the pose-guided image generation. Compared
with other methods, our network can characterize better body shape and keep clothing attributes, si-
multaneously. Our synthesized image can obtain better appearance and shape consistency related to
the original image. Experimental results show that our approach is competitive with respect to both
quantitative and qualitative results on Market-1501 and DeepFashion. Furthermore, we conduct ex-
tensive evaluations by using person re-identification (Re-ID) systems trained with the pose-transferred
person based augmented data. The experiment shows that our approach can significantly enhance the
person Re-ID accuracy.
1. Introduction
Person re-identification (Re-ID) refers the task of match-
ing a specific person across multiple non-overlapping cam-
eras. It has been receiving considerable attention in the com-
puter vision community due to its various surveillance appli-
cations. With the strong learning capabilities of deep neu-
ral networks, recent methods [1, 38, 36] about person Re-ID
has a great process. However, since the existing benchmarks
contain a limited number of pose changes, the variations in
pose becomes one of the key factors which prevents the net-
work from learning a robust Re-ID model. Motivated by the
above discussion, in this paper, we are interested in transfer-
ring a person from one pose to another by giving a condition
image as show in Fig. 1. It can provide additional labeled
samples for training discriminative methods as a data aug-
mentation tool.
The recent advent of generative adversarial networks [5,
33, 34] has provided powerful tools to achieve pose-guided
image generation, and inspired many researches in this field
by using the generated image to enhance the generalization
ability for person Re-ID [27, 42, 31, 27]. However, most
of approaches focus on the appearance and the body shape
of the person in the pose transfer, where the details of the
clothing texture are not fully considered. Due to the low-
resolution of the cameras, person Re-ID is usually based on
the colors and the clothing attributes to match each other.
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Figure 1: Some generated examples by our method based on
different target poses.
These clothing attributes are significance for human visual
perception.
Ignoring non-rigid human body deformations and cloth-
ing shapes can result in compromised quality of the synthe-
sized images. Therefore, how to simultaneously preserve the
appearance and clothing attributes of the condition image in
the pose transfer becomes much more challenging. The key
challenges of the pose transfer include the following two as-
pects: (1) To preserve clothing attributes is difficult in the
generation process, particularly when only given partial ob-
servation of the person. (2) Due to the non-rigid nature of
human body, it is generally difficult to transform the spatially
misaligned body parts for the neural networks.
To address above issue, we propose a Semantic Attention
Network in this paper. In contrast to the other methods [42,
31, 27], our network is divided into two pathway to capture
the appearance feature and the semantic parsing information
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of the original image. The network takes the representations
of the human semantic parsing and the image as inputs. The
pose transfer is carried out by a sequence of Semantic At-
tention Blocks (SABs). This scheme allows the generator to
simultaneously update the appearance code and the cloth-
ing texture before achieving the final output. Moreover, hu-
man semantic parsing naturally provides a foreground mask,
which is important for seamlessly stitching foreground and
background in pose-guided image generation.
Specifically, we design an attention mechanism to focus
on the change of the clothing shape in each SAB. This atten-
tion mechanism allows the generator to interest in better se-
lecting the image regions, which can preserve or suppress in-
formation for transferring. The outputs of several sequences
of blocks are the updated appearance code and the semantic
code. We can reconstruct the pose-transferred image via the
similar U-Net [25]. Moreover, compared with the keypoint-
based pose representation, we adopt the binary segmenta-
tion mask as the pose representation as show in Fig 1. On
the hand, the pose mask has the capability of removing the
background clutters in pixel-level. On the other, the binary
segmentation mask featuring only one channel results in de-
creasing the computation load and the designed parameters
considerably in the training process. The main contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a semantic attention network to address
the challenging the task of the pose transfer. The pro-
posed network can further improve the qualitative re-
sult of the generated image by using the semantic at-
tention block (SAB). These blocks can effectively uti-
lize the semantic parsing and the image feature to smo-
othly guide the pose transfer process.
• We first utilize the segmentation mask as the pose rep-
resentation in the pose transfer. In contrast to the keyp-
oint-based pose representation, the segmentationmask
has the capability to remove the background clutters
in pixel-level, which can make the generator focus on
the human body region and decrease the computation
burden drastically.
• Our method has superior performances both in body
shape and keeping clothing attributes on challenging
benchmarks. The generated images are utilized to en-
rich the pose variation of the person, and substantially
augment person dataset for the person re-identification
application.
2. Related Work
With the development of the generative adversarial net-
works (GANs) [22], image generation can be potentially ap-
plied in many fields such as image restoration [23, 32], im-
age retrieval [30] and cross-domain image generation [16].
To address the pose variation and improve the generalization
ability of ReID models, most of the existing methods focus
on the pose-guided image generation.
The early attempt on pose transfer was achieved in [20],
which is composed of two-stage networks. Stage-I aims to
coarsely generate image under the target pose, and Stage-II
considers more appearance details. To further improve the
existing work, Ma 푒푡.푎푙 [21] disentangled and encoded three
modes (the foreground, the background and the pose) into
the embedding features, and then decoded them back to the
image. However, the spatial deformation between the source
and the target is not fully considered in the aforementioned
literature, which makes it difficult to handle the situations
with the misaligned appearance. Therefore, recent works
[2, 27, 42] attempted to transform the pixels of the origi-
nal image to align with the generated image under the target
pose. Balakrishnan 푒푡.푎푙 [2] proposed a method to separate
the source image into different parts and reconstruct them by
the target pose. Siarohin 푒푡.푎푙 [27] introduced deformable
skips connections that require extensive affine transforma-
tion computation. Zhen 푒푡.푎푙 [42] presented the pose transfer
network to infers the regions of interest based on the human
pose. On the basis of the above proposed methods, the ap-
pearances of the generated images are less realistic-looking,
since the output results are from highly compressed features.
Instead, we utilize the semantic parsing map to guide the im-
age synthesis with the higher-level structure information.
Inspire by the text-to-image translation methods in [11,
13], Dong 푒푡.푎푙 [3] proposed a network, called Soft-Gated
Warping-GAN, which first predicted the target segmentation
map, and then estimated the transformations by the geomet-
ric matcher for rendering the textures. Han 푒푡.푎푙 [7] utilized
a two-stream architecture to extract the appearance flow be-
tween the source and the target clothing regions for the per-
son image generation. Similarly, Song 푒푡.푎푙 [31] decom-
posed the conversion process into two stages: the semantic
parsing transformation and the appearance generation. It is
worth noting that the predicted failure semantic parsing map
in the above literature can affect the quality of the synthe-
sized image.
Compared with the existing work, we introduce a se-
mantic map with an attention mechanism to preserve tex-
ture synthesis between the corresponding semantic map ar-
eas in supervision manner. And we can generate the person
appearances and the clothing texture simultaneously by us-
ing the proposed two-pathway network. Furthermore, most
of these methods employ the pose and key-points estima-
tion, whereas the binary segmentation mask [29] based on
the pose representation is much cheaper and more flexible.
Therefore, we utilize the binary segmentation mask as the
target pose and remove the background clutter of the origi-
nal image.
3. The Proposed Approach
Notations. We first define the notations to be used in
this paper. Assume we have the access to a set of푁 images
퐼 = {퐼푖}푁푖=1, where 퐼푖 ∈ ℝ3×퐻×푊 represents the 푖푡ℎ im-age in the dataset. 푆푖 and 푃푖 are the corresponding semanticmap and binary segmentation mask of 퐼푖, respectively. The
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Figure 2: Our overall framework for the proposed method. We forward initial inputs into the convolutional layers to obtain the
encoding feature 퐹 0푝푠 and 퐹
0
푝푡
, then updated them by the semantic attention network (in gray). The decoder (in green) generates
the fake image 퐼̂푝푡 . We utilize the discriminator (in pink) to judge how likely 퐼̂푝푡 contains the same person in 퐼푝푠 . The detailed
illustration of the semantic attention block can be found in Fig. 3
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Figure 3: The details of the Semantic Attention Block. ·○,
+○ represent the element-wise multiply and element-wise plus,
respectively. c○ denotes the depth concatenation.
semantic map 푆푖 is extracted by the Pascal-Person-Part [17].We describe 푆푖 by using a pixel-level one-hot encoding, 푖.푒.,
푆푖 ∈ {0, 1}퐿×퐻×푊 , where퐿 denotes the total number of se-mantic labels. The binary segmentation mask 푃푖 is obtainedby Mask-RCNN [8], where 푃푖 ∈ ℝ퐻×푊 as shown in Fig. 1.
Problem Formulation. In this paper, we propose the
semantic attention network to address the challenging task
of the pose transfer. The overview of the proposed method
is shown in Fig. 2. Given a reference image 퐼푝푠 under thesource pose 푝푠, our method aims to transfer the pose of theperson image 퐼푝푠 from the source pose 푝푠 to the target pose
푝푡. The generated image 퐼̂푝푡 follows the clothing appearanceof 퐼푝푠 but under the pose 푝푡. More details of each compo-nent of the proposed network can be found in the following
section.
3.1. Generator
3.1.1. Input
The generator aims to synthesize the appearance and tex-
ture of the output image 퐼̂푝푡 under the target pose 푝푡, guidedby the reference image 퐼푝푠 and the target semantic map 푆푝푡 .Therefore, the initial input can be divided into two pathways
for encoding features, which are called appearance pathway
and semantic pathway, respectively. The appearance path-
way is used to extract the appearance details, which takes
the reference image 퐼푝푠 , the pose mask푀푝푠 and the seman-tic map 푆푝푠 as input. The another pathway is employed toupdate clothing textures, which takes푀푝푡 and 푆푝푡 as inputs.The inputs of each pathway are stacked along their depth
axes before being encoded by a 7×7 and two 3×3 convolu-
tional layers, each followed by a normalization layers (BN)
[12] and a leaky rectified linear unit (LeakyReLU)[35]. This
encoding process mixes the corresponding poses and seman-
tic maps, which features the ability of preserving their pixel-
level information and capturing their dependencies.
3.1.2. Semantic Attention Network
To concentrate on the human body shape and clothing
texture transfer, we propose a semantic attention network
(SAN), which consists of several semantic attention blocks
to infer the interest regions based on the target pose and the
appearance. The specific details of the block are shown in
Fig. 2. The encoding features퐹 0푝푠 and퐹 0푝푡 are simultaneouslysent to the SAN. Then, SAN updates these code to obtain the
final appearance code 퐹 푇푝푠 and semantic code 퐹 푇푝푡 through thesequence of blocks. We describe the detailed update process
as follows.
Appearance Code Update. The pose transfer is about
moving body patches from the reference location to the tar-
get location, which can cause a large variations of the ar-
ticulation and the clothing texture. To address this issue,
the attention mask푀 is used to evaluate the importance of
each position. The encoding feature 퐹 0푝푡 firstly goes through
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three convolutional layers with two normalization layers and
LeakyReLU, then mapping the semantic code 퐹 푡−1푝푡 to thevalues between 0 and 1 by an element-wise sigmoid func-
tion:
푀 = 1
1 + 푒푥
푧
푖푗
, (1)
where 푥푧푖푗 denotes the value of the (푖, 푗) element in 푧푡ℎ chan-
nel of the updated semantic code. The appearance code 퐹 푡푝푠are either preserved or suppressed information by multiply-
ing the semantic code 퐹 푡−1푝푡 with the attention mask 푀 . Inaddition, we adopt the residual connection to preserve the
original image information in the pose transfer. The trans-
formed image feature is added after the element-wise prod-
uct. The process can be described as:
퐹 푡푝푠 =푀푡 ⊙ 퐹
푡−1
푝푡
+ 퐹 푡−1푝푠 , (2)
where푀푡 denotes the attention score of the 푡푡ℎ semantic at-tention block, and ⊙ denotes the element-wise product.
Semantic Code Update. In the pose transfer, the se-
mantic code 퐹 푡−1푝푡 need to be updated by incorporating withthe new appearance code. The updated method can evaluate
which clothing patches can be preserved and how to change
the texture in the new poses. Specifically, the encoding fea-
ture 퐹 0푝푡 is first fed into three convolutional layers with twonormalization layers and LeakyReLU to obtain the semantic
code 퐹 푡푝푡 . Then, 퐹 푡푝푡 is concatenated with the updated newappearance code 퐹 푡푝푠 along the depth axis. The update pro-cess can be expressed as:
퐹 푡푝푡 = 퐶표푛푣(퐹
푡−1
푝푡
||퐹 푡푝푠 ), (3)
where || denotes the concatenation of the update code. We
forward the final updated code 퐹 푇푝푆 and 퐹 푇푝푡 to 퐶표푛푣퐴 and
퐶표푛푣푆 to obtain their content features, simultaneously. The
퐶표푛푣퐴 has three down-sampling convolution subnetworks,where each subnetwork consists of the convolutional lay-
ers with LeakyReLU and BatchNorm. The architecture of
퐶표푛푣푆 is similar to 퐶표푛푣퐴.
3.1.3. Decoder
The structure of the decoder is similar to U-net [25],
which can generate the image 퐼̂푝푡 under the target pose 푝푡based on the encoded feature. At each up-sampling step, se-
mantic features of퐶표푛푣푆 can be concatenated with the samesize feature map in the corresponding channel of 퐶표푛푣퐴,which can learn how to assemble the more realistic-looking
output image based on this information by 푁 deconvolu-
tional layers.
3.2. Discriminator
We employ a discriminator 퐷 to help generator network
to differentiate the real and fake image. The discriminator
퐷 takes 퐼̂푝푡 and 퐼푝푡 as inputs, which is built by three residualblocks after two down-sampling convolutions. The experi-
ments have shown that if we use the hard label (푖.푒. 0 or 1),
𝐹!!"
𝐹!""
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣.
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣/
𝐷&(
Figure 4: The details of the Semantic Attention Block. ·○,
+○ represent the element-wise multiply and element-wise plus,
respectively. c○ denotes the depth concatenation.
the loss value of the discriminator will quickly fall to zero.
Accordingly, a sigmoid layer is employed at the end of the
discriminator to obtain the probabilities output.
3.3. Loss Function
We train the network using a joint loss consisting of a
adversarial loss, reconstruction 퐿1 loss, and perceptual loss.
Adversarial Loss. The generative adversarial frame-
work is employed to simulate the distributions of the ground-
truth 퐼푝푡 . The generator loss can be written as:
푎푑푣 =피(퐼푝푠 ,퐼푝푡 )∈ [log퐷(퐼푝푠 , 퐼푝푡 )]
+ 피퐼푝푡∈ ,퐼̂푝푡∈̂ [log(1 −퐷(퐼푝푡 , 퐼̂푝푡 ))]. (4)
Note that  and ̂ denote the distribution of the ground-
truth images and the synthesized images, respectively. 퐼푝푡represents the real target image under the pose 푝푡.
퓁1 Loss. The 퓁1 loss can be further written as:
퓁1 = ‖퐼푝푡 − 퐼̂푝푡‖1, (5)
where퓁1 denotes the pixel-wise퐿1 loss computed between
the synthesized image 퐼̂푝푡 and the target ground-truth image
퐼푝푡 .Perceptual Loss. To generatemore smooth and realistic-
looking person image, we also utilize the perceptual loss,
which is the Euclidean distance between feature representa-
tions:
푝푒푟푐= 1푊휌퐻휌퐶휌
푊휌∑
푥=1
퐻휌∑
푦=1
퐶휌∑
푧=1
‖휙휌(퐼̂푝푡 )푥,푦,푧−휙휌(퐼푝푡 )푥,푦,푧‖22, (6)
where 휙휌 is the activation map of the 휌푡ℎ layer of the pre-trained VGG-19 model [28] on ImageNet [26]. 푊휌,퐻휌 and
퐶휌 denote the spatial width, height and depth of 휙휌, respec-tively.
The overall loss function of the model as:
푓푢푙푙 = argmin퐺 max퐷 훼푎푑푣 + 훽퓁1 + 훾푝푒푟푐 , (7)
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where 푎푑푣 denotes the adversarial loss, 퐿1 denotes thepixel-wise 퐿1 loss and 푝푒푟푐 is the perceptual 퐿1 loss. 휆,
훽 and 훾 represent the weight factors of three loss terms that
contributes to 푓푢푙푙, respectively.
4. Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to ver-
ify its design rationalities and efficiency of the proposed net-
work. The experiments demonstrate the superiority of our
method in both objective quantitative scores and subjective
visual realness.
4.1. Datasets and Metrics
Datasets. We implement experiments on the challeng-
ing person Re-ID dataset Market-1501 [39] and the In-shop
Clothes Retrieval Benchmark of theDeepFashion dataset [19].
Market-1501 contains 32,668 low-resolution images of 128×
64, which has vary enormously in the pose, viewpoint, back-
ground and illumination. DeepFashion contains 52,712 high-
resolution images of 256 × 256, which has contains a large
number of clothing images with the various pose and the ap-
pearance. We randomly collect 243,200 training pairs and
12,000 testing pairs for Market-1501, and collect 106,966
training pairs and 8,570 testing pairs for DeepFashion. The
person identities of the training sets and the testing sets do
not overlap, which better evaluate the generalization ability
of the network.
Metrics. In our experiments, we adopt the Learned Per-
ceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [37] and FrÂťechet
InceptionDistance (FID) [10] for the quantitative evaluation.
LPIPS calculates the reconstruction error between the syn-
thesized images and the ground-truth images at the percep-
tual domain. We also use its masked version, mask-LPIPS,
to reduce the background influence by masking it out. FID
computes the Wasserstein-2 distance between distributions
of the synthesized images and the reference images.
4.2. Implementation details
Our method is implemented by using the popular Py-
torch framework. For the person representation, the seman-
tic maps are extracted by the Pascal-Person-Part [17]. We
employ the semantic label originally defined in [17] and set
퐿 = 20 (푖.푒. background, hat, hair, glove, sunglasses, upper-
clothes, dress, coat, socks, pants, jumpsuits, scarf, skirt, face,
left-arm, right-arm, left-leg, right-leg, left-shoe, right-shoe.)
We utilize 5 semantic blocks in the network for both datasets.
ForMarket-1501, we directly employ the training set and the
testing set on 128 × 64. The proposed method is trained by
using the Adam optimizer [14] with 훽1 = 0.5, 훽2 = 0.999.Learning rate is initially set to 2 × 10−4, and linearly decay
to 0 after 300 epochs. The batch size is set to 32. The 훼, 훽,
and 훾 are set to 10, 15, and 5. For DeepFashion, we utilize
the training set and the testing set on 256 × 256. Learning
rate is initially set to 2 × 10−4, and linearly decay to 0 after
500 epochs. The batch size is set to 8. The 훼, 훽, and 훾 are
set to 15, 1, and 5.
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Figure 5: Compared with different methods on Market-1501
dataset, which are Def-GAN [27], VU-Net [4], Intro-Flow [18],
Intro-Flow [18], Deep Image Spatial [24].
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Figure 6: Compared with different methods on DeepFashion
dataset, which are Def-GAN [27], VU-Net [4], Intro-Flow [18],
Intro-Flow [18], Deep Image Spatial [24].
4.3. Comparison with previous work
Quantitative Result. We compare our model with sev-
eral stare-of-the-art methods includingVU-Net [4], Def-GAN
[27], Intro-Flow [18] and Deep Image Spatial [24]. The
quantitative comparison results are shown in Tab.1. To the
fair comparison, we download the pre-trained models of the
previousworks and re-evaluate the quantitative performances
on our testing set. In contrast to the other methods, our
proposed method achieves the best results in both datasets,
which means that our model can generate realistic results
with fewer reconstruction errors. The generated images in
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Table 1
Comparison with quantitative results on Market-1501 and DeepFashion datasets.
Methods Market-1501 DeepFashionFID LPIPS Mask-LPIPS FID LPIPS
VU-Net [4] 20.144 0.3211 0.1747 23.667 0.2637
Def-GAN [27] 25.364 0.2994 0.1496 18.457 0.2330
Intro-Flow [18] 27.163 0.2888 0.1403 16.314 0.2131
Deep Image Spatial [24] 19.751 0.2817 0.1482 10.573 0.2341
Our method 14.142 0.2632 0.1282 8.732 0.2078
our model have more realistic details and better body shape.
Qualitative Comparison. We evaluate the performance
of our network both onMarket-1501 andDeepFashion dataset.
Some typical qualitative examples onMarket-1501 are shown
in Fig. 5. Our method achieve superior in the appearance
and the clothing attributes. For Market-1501, especially, the
cloth color in the first row, the detailed bag in the second
row, and the clearly clothing textures in the last two row.
For DeepFashion, the clear collar edge of the T-shirt in the
first row, the detailed clothes texture in the second and third
row, the completed shoes and bag in the last row.
4.4. Ablation Study and Qualitative Analysis
4.4.1. Analysis of each part of our method.
In this section, we present an ablation study to evaluate
the contribution of each component. The discriminator ar-
chitecture is the same for all the methods.
PercLoss. Perceptual 퓁1 loss is effective in super reso-lution, style transfer as well as the pose transfer task. For the
evaluate the impotent of the perceptual 퓁1 loss, we only trainthe network using a joint loss consisting of a adversarial loss,
reconstruction 퓁1 loss.
Segmentation Mask. The binary segmentation mask to
directly separate the background of the input images, which
can help the generator and the discriminator focus on the hu-
man body region. In order to verify the effective of the bi-
nary segmentation mask, we remove the segmentation mask
from the initial inputs. All the network as same as full pipeline.
Full pipeline. We use our proposed the semantic atten-
tion framework in this model.
Fig 7 shows the corresponding generated image of the
different variants of our method. We analyze the perceptual
loss function in our network. In same case, the improve-
ment of Full with respect to PrecLoss is quite drastic, such
as drawing on the face. Moreover, without the guidance of
the segmentation mask, the clothing texture can be confused
with background. The network is difficult to handle the cloth
attribute and the body shape at the same. The introduction
of the segmentation mask and perceptual loss function can
improve the visual quality of the output image.
4.4.2. Analysis of the semantic attention blocks.
In this section, we analysis the effective of the seman-
tic attention blocks. We consider the impact of the different
numbers of attention blocks on the network. The semantic
attention block aims to capture the appearance consistency
and semantic information, simultaneously. We can improve
Condition
Image
Target
Image PercLoss
Segmantation
Mask Full
Figure 7: Qualitative results on the Market-1501 dataset with
respect to different variants of our method.
the ability of the generator by varying the number of SABs.
Qualitative comparison result are shown in Fig 8. As the
number of SAB increase, the appearances of the person are
becoming clear, and the clothing textures are gradually as
same as the target image. The overall quality of the image
are refined from the foreground to background.
5. Application to person re-identification
Person re-identification (Re-ID) aims to match person
across no-overlapping video camera. This task has attracted
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Figure 8: Qualitative results of the different numbers of the
SAB on Market-1501 and DeepFashion datasets.
considerable attention for its application in automatic video
surveillance. Since the existing benchmarks such as Market-
1501 contain a limited number of pose changes, pose varia-
tion becomes one of the key factors which prevents the net-
work from learning a robust Re-ID model. The experiments
in this section are motivated by the importance of using gen-
erative methods as a data-augmentation tool which provides
additional labeled samples for training discriminative meth-
ods.
In this section, we utilize the different person Re-ID ap-
proaches to evaluate the performance of our method in aug-
menting the person Re-ID on Market-1501. Identification
Embedding (IDE) [40]) is an approach that regards Re-ID
training as an image classification task. In the test phase,
the identity of the person is assigned based on the feature
representation, where each image feature is obtained by the
classification layer of the network. Each query image is as-
sociated to the identity of the closest image in the gallery.
In our experiment, we employ different metrics to calcu-
late the distance among the feature representations, which
are Euclidean distance [6], Cross-view Quadratic Discrim-
inant Analysis (XQDA [6]) and a Mahalanobis-based dis-
tance (KISSME [15]). The another approach, Siamese net-
work [41] predicts whether the identities of the two input im-
ages are the same. For all approaches, we adopt pre-trained
ResNet-50 [9] as test benchmark.
We augment the Market-1501 dataset by a factor 훼. For
each person image, we should select 훼 − 1 target poses to
guide the generate network to synthesize new image. Each
synthesized image is labeled with the identity of the refer-
ence image. We compare our model performance to several
existing person image generators [4, 21, 27, 42] under the
same setting for Re-ID data augmentation. Compared with
the previous methods, our method can achieve competitive
results as shown in Tab. ??. Our proposed method can gen-
erate more smooth and nature human images and be more
effective for the Re-ID task.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a semantic attention network
for person image generation to deal with the challenging pose
transfer. To address the complexity of learning the cloth-
ing attributes under different poses, we design a attention
mechanism to capture the pose and semantic parsing simul-
taneously. We take the binary segmentation and the human
semantic map as the network input, which can reduce the ef-
fect of the background clutter and decrease the computation
load. Compared with previous works, our model exhibits the
superior performance in both the quantitative scores and the
visual realness. Moreover, the experiment results show that
our proposed method can be used to alleviate the insufficient
training data problem for person Re-ID substantially. In the
future, we will predict the pose mask and the semantic map
of the desired pose to support the unsupervised person image
generation.
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